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Please Get Vaccinated!

n Dec 23,2020 I
received my first
dose of the Pfizer
COVID-19 vaccine at
Hilo Medical Center. It
was painless and took
about 10 minutes accounting for paperwork. I subsequently
needed to wait an additional 15 minutes to ensure no adverse reactions developed, which
none did. I did experience the typical post
vaccination symptoms:
mild fatigue and localized arm soreness.
None of which restricted my daily activities. In
fact, Nalyn, Mace, and I
went to observe the volcanic glow that evening. I am certain that
the little biochemicals,
which I do not see within this vaccine, will provide protection.
When the opportunity
arrives, I have faith and
am hopeful that the majority of our community

will do their duty and
get vaccinated. This is
the first step to return
to normalcy: children
back in school, businesses open, in person
worship.

January
Upcoming Dates
5

3:00 p.m.
Online Bible Study
via Zoom

6

11:00 a.m.
Online Song from
Church of the Holy
Cross

8

6:00 p.m.
On line Community
Sing

Until a sufficient number of us get vaccinated
to achieve “herd” immunity, we will still
have to be vigilant in
wearing masks, social
distancing, and washing
hands. This may be several months away, perhaps until Fall of 2021.
We won’t really know
until positivity rates,
hospital admission
rates, and death rates
diminish.

complementary.

Hebrews 11:1 helps describe my belief in both
Science and Religion:
“Now faith is being sure
of what we hope for and
certain of what we do
not see (NIV).” Science
and religion are not mutually exclusive but

Please get vaccinated
when available!

January
Board Meetings
3

Trustees Meeting

I have never seen Jesus
but I am sure he exists. This is my faith in
religion. I can’t “see” this
vaccine, but I am certain
it will work. This is my
faith in science.

Dr. Ming Peng’s
Vaccination Badge
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The Pastor’s Corner

I have a habit of observing
each year that we celebrate the New Year at an
arbitrary time – for truly,
any day to end an old year
and begin a new year has
to be an arbitrary time.
I’m not sure I’ve ever
hoped (even prayed) that
the arbitrary turning of
one year into another has
more actual impact on the
world than I hope and pray
this New Year. 2020 has
been very hard. I’m ready
for a better year.
Will we get one?
I have no talent to predict
the future. The signs of the
time are encouraging but
hardly set in stone – and if
we know anything about
stone here on Hawai’i Island, it is that stone itself
can turn to liquid and run
away… We have vaccines in
production and distribution, but as I write they
will inoculate just two
thirds of Americans by July. I haven’t heard information about other places
in the world who are nearly as desperate for relief as
we are.
We still face a likely crisis
in homelessness as eviction moratoria expire in

the state and the nation.
Racism, sexism, and heterosexism have demonstrably remained with
us in 2020 and will most
likely persist in 2021.
America’s wealthiest
have seen their hoards
increase throughout the
pandemic while the
poorest have lost their
jobs or worked at high
risk. American’s most
powerful have been vaccinated before most
health care workers, let
alone the kupuna in care
homes and the clerks in
the grocery stores.

Bible Study With
Pastor Eric

We gather for:


Deep questions



Surprising wisdom



Unforgettable stories



Seeds of thought



Refreshment for the

Will we get a better
spirit
2021 than 2020? We
will have to make it one.
We will have to turn emBible Study Online will
pathy into action and
return on Tuesday,
compassion into comJanuary 5th 2021
radeship. We will have
to accept the hard truths
Tuesdays 3:00 pm
of 2020, acknowledge
the failures of courage
and wisdom, and choose
new paths for 2021.
Pastor Eric will be on
Let’s make 2021 better.
vacation beginning
It won’t be easy. Let’s do
it anyway.
December 25th and will
With aloha,

return to his office on
January 5th, 2021.

Pastor Eric

Contact Pastor Eric
Office phone: 808-935-1283  Parsonage/cell phone: 808-464-4884
Email: esanderson.ucc@gmail.com  Instagram: esanderson_ucc 
Twitter: @esanderson  Facebook: facebook.com/rev.eric.anderson
 facebook.com/holycrosshilo
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VOLUNTEERS
Sunday, December 27
Lay Reader
Bob Smith
Chapel Decoration
Laura Ota

Sunday, January 3
January

Fe b r u a r y

3

Ann Kanahele

4

Joanne Yamauchi

6

Kyle DuPonte

5

Susan Palea

8

Bill Chen

20

Robert Tanaka

8

Kyle Nakayama

24

Millie Daikawa

9

Takeru Hayashi

26 Esther Kodani

22

Michi Koizumi

22

Kevin Kawasaki

24

Jihey Roach

27

Wayne Suzuki

28

Theodora Mukai

30

Barbara Iwami

30

Vernon Inouye

Lay Reader
Woody Kita
Chapel Decoration
Laura Ota

Sunday, January 10
Lay Reader
Nalyn Ang
Chapel Decoration
Lillian Tanouye, Eric
Tanouye, Kyle Nakayama
Families

Altar Decoration Opportunity for 2021
The calendar for the altar decorations is nearly complete, however there are
two dates that are still available. The opportunity to decorate our altar is a
special one; you can use flowers from your garden, something you have
arranged yourself or order a plant or flowers from a florist. Please contact Cindy
Debus at 895-4011 if you are interested in gracing the altar with flowers on
either March 7th or March 14th, 2021.
Mahalo for your kokua and thank you to everyone who has already signed up.
The 2021 calendar will be sent soon.

The Messenger
The Messenger is now a weekly newsletter distributed by the Church of the
Holy Cross in Hilo. If you have an article you would like to submit, please send it via email in Word
format to holycrosshilo@hawaii.rr.com
or via postal service.

Church of the Holy Cross—UCC
440 West Lanikaula Street
Hilo, HI 96720

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Sunday on-line Worship Service begins at 10:00 am
Pastor: Rev. Eric S. Anderson

Weekly at the Church of the Holy Cross
The Gathering Place: Mondays, 12:00 pm pickleball, Building of Faith
Bible Study: Tuesdays, 3:00 p.m. via Zoom
One Song: Wednesdays, 11:00 a.m. online
Community Sing: 2nd & 4th Friday of every month, 6:00 p.m. online

Other Congregations Returning Soon
to Worship Here
CHURCH OF THE HOLY CROSS
440 West Lanikaula Street
Hilo, HI 96720

Congregational Christian Church of American Samoa, Hilo [CCCAS] Rev. Ausage and Rev. Rae Lelili`o: 12:00 pm to 1:30

Office Hours
Mon–Thurs 8:00 am-12:30 pm
Friday 8:00 am-12:00 pm

Bedesta Church - Pastor Edmes Edwin: 3:30 to 6:30 in the Sanctuary

Ph. 808-935-1283
holycrosshilo@hawaii.rr.com
www.holycrosshilo.com

The United Church of Christ, Pohnpei – Rev. Bermenso Santiago and Rev.
Bensis Henry: 1:30 to 3:30 in the Sanctuary
Islamic Center of Hawaii: Fridays, 12 to 2 pm, Building of Faith

